POLARISATION-INSENSITIVE OPTICAL HETERODYNE RECEIVER FOR COHERENT FSK COMMUNICATIONS

Indexing terms: Optical communications, Optical receivers

An optical FSK heterodyne communications receiver is proposed using a polarisation diversity technique which has a reduced level of complexity. The proposed receiver is constructed and tested at 100 kbit/s and shown to have a maximum fluctuation in sensitivity of 17% over conditions of originally complete polarisation fading.

Introduction: It is well known that for fibre-optic interferometric systems there is a problem with polarisation drifting, which leads to signal fading. One solution is to use polarisation-preserving or high-birefringence fibre through-out; however, this is expensive. Another solution is to use a polarisation controller in one arm of the interferometer, which can be manually adjustable or electronically adjustable. With a view to practical field use the latter has been incorporated into automatic polarisation state control systems. Electronic feedback is derived from a set of polarisation analysers and optical detectors (usually four) at one output of the interferometer. Such systems often do not achieve the strictness of control that is required.

A third solution is to use a passive polarisation processing technique in which the output of the interferometer is sampled through three different polarisation analysers, with carefully chosen orientations. Signal processing electronics are used to combine the outputs from three detectors in such a way as to make the resulting output stable over all polarisation conditions. Another such polarisation diversity technique, using only two detectors, has been reported which uses electronic phase compensation between the detectors. For either method there is a trade-off between the complexity of the electronics and the degree of stability. This letter reports a polarisation-insensitive heterodyne detector system, for use in a coherent communications receiver, using a polarisation diversity technique with an overall reduction in complexity. This is achieved by considering the fact that in a digital FSK coherent communication channel the carrier phase information need not be preserved, but that the frequency of a signal of stable amplitude is required. For this reason one degree of freedom of polarisation drift can be removed without loss of information.

Description of receiver: The proposed receiver architecture is shown in bulk optical form in Fig. 1a together with its test system. The signal processing electronics is shown in Fig. 1b. The receiver itself is shown enclosed by a broken line, and consists of a polariser, a beam-splitter, a polarisation beam-splitter and two optical detectors. The light from the laser is split into two beams, one representing the local oscillator of the receiver and another providing the transmission signals. The polariser is adjusted so that equal local oscillator power falls on each detector, which is necessary to simplify the signal processing. Data transmission is simulated by pulses of 40 MHz. This is not a full FSK implementation and no intermediate frequency is present, but is used for simplicity. The processing electronics presented can be easily upgraded for use in a practical FSK system. For test purposes an all-fibre polarisation controller and a piezoelectric polarisation modulator are included in the transmission arm of the interferometer. The received light is combined with the local oscillator at the first beam-splitter. The polarisation beam-splitter then produces orthogonal polarisation components of both local oscillator and data at two separate detectors, where they mix to give two heterodyne signals. As the polarisation state of the received light changes there will always be a signal on at least one of the two detectors. Each signal is then filtered to obtain the required frequency (40 MHz) only—the 'frequency decision'. The filter outputs are then amplified and passed through two envelope detectors. It is here that the phase information of each heterodyne signal is removed. This is important since the phase difference between the two 40 MHz signals will change as the incoming polarisation state changes, and recombination without this step will reintroduce the possibility of signal fading. Hence, with this degree of freedom removed, the signal processing consists merely of a square-and-add function. This will compensate for polarisation drift-induced signal power changes at each detector. In the test receiver this was done using two custom differential amplifiers, operating in the nonlinear region, employed as variable transconductance amplifiers. A variable ratio adder was the final stage and can be adjusted to take account of differences in sensitivity between each detection channel. Once the receiver is operational this adjustment need not be repeated.

Theory: If we define S as the detector signal after filtering, L as the local oscillator power, D as the data signal power and \( \phi \) as the data signal phase, then

\[
S_a = (L_a + D_a)^{1/2} \cos (2 \pi f_t - \phi_a)
\]

and

\[
S_b = (L_b + D_b)^{1/2} \cos (2 \pi f_t - \phi_b)
\]
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a) Polarisation-insensitive optical heterodyne receiver (enclosed by broken line) together with coherent FSK test system
b) Decoding circuitry for optical receiver
specific requirements of a coherent heterodyne FSK communications receiver. This should lead to improved noise performance in the processed output Y, with the polarisation beam-splitter removed, was taken at output X (see Fig. 1b) and is shown in Fig. 2a. The corresponding signal at the processed output Y, with the polarisation beam-splitter in place, is shown in Fig. 2b.

The receiver was further tested by moving the fibre polarisation controller through a series of small steps and measuring the pulse heights at X and Y, with the polarisation beam-splitter removed and in place, respectively. The results of normalised pulse height are plotted in Fig. 3.
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**Fig. 2** Single-detector (a) and two-detector (polarisation diversity—b) bit signal outputs from optical receiver under conditions of severe polarisation fading at 15 kHz.

**Experiment:** The receiver was tested by first operating the polarisation modulator at a frequency of 15 kHz and by transmitting 40 MHz pulses at a frequency of 100 kHz. The signal representative of straightforward heterodyne detection, with the polarisation beam-splitter removed, was taken at output X (see Fig. 1b) and is shown in Fig. 2a. The corresponding signal at the processed output Y, with the polarisation beam-splitter in place, is shown in Fig. 2b.

The receiver was further tested by moving the fibre polarisation controller through a series of small steps and measuring the pulse heights at X and Y, with the polarisation beam-splitter removed and in place, respectively. The results of normalised pulse height are plotted in Fig. 3.
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**Fig. 3** Normalised bit signal strength against polarisation controller setting for single-detector (X) and two-detector (polarisation diversity—Y) optical receiver.

**Discussion:** The polarisation fading evident in Fig. 2a is seen to be quite small in the processed output of Fig. 2b. The fluctuation in sensitivity that is indicated in the plotted processed output of Fig. 3 is due to imbalances in the optical circuit and imperfections in the square-and-add circuits. The results indicate a significant reduction in sensitivity to polarisation changes, from DC to at least 15 kHz, over unprocessed detection. The bit signal strength variation, over original conditions of complete fading, has been reduced to a maximum of 17%; however, the proposed receiver performance could be significantly improved by more accurate balancing of the two detection channels.

**Conclusion:** An overall reduction in complexity over previous processing techniques has been achieved by considering the specific requirements of a coherent heterodyne FSK communications receiver. This should lead to improved noise performance and, combined with its passive operation, it lends itself to the production of a stable and compact receiver module, in fibre-optic or integrated-optic form. The accuracy of the square function circuit and the stability of the local oscillator polarisation state are the most important design features of this receiver. An integrated-optic front end with fixed polarisation laser diodes and thin-film waveguide interferometer should provide the best solution.
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**NEW CUT OF A QUARTZ RESONATOR WITH A LINEAR TEMPERATURE/FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC**

**Indexing terms:** Piezoelectric devices and materials, Resonators

The letter describes a new cut of a quartz resonator with a linear temperature/frequency characteristic used as a sensor for precise temperature measurements. The newly developed thermosensitive quartz resonator has some important advantages: obtaining comparatively easily and reproducibly a precise orientation of the piezoelement, good linearity of the temperature/frequency characteristic and a clear frequency spectrum in a wide temperature interval. The first-order temperature coefficient is 38 parts in 10⁶/°C and the frequency of operation on the third overtone is about 26.5 MHz at 0°C. That leads to an increase of approximately 1000 Hz/°C with a sensitivity of 0.0001 deg C. These qualities of the thermosensitive quartz resonator make possible its use in devices for precise temperature measurements.

**Introduction:** The letter concerns the subject of piezoelectric resonators and, in particular, a new cut of a quartz resonator with a linear temperature/frequency characteristic used as a sensor for precise temperature measurements.

In devices of this type, the frequency change \( f \) as a function of the temperature \( T \) may be expressed by

\[
\Delta f = \frac{\Delta f}{f_0} = L_1(\Delta T) + L_2(\Delta T)^2 + L_3(\Delta T)^3
\]

where \( \Delta f = f - f_0 \), \( \Delta T = T - T_0 \) and \( f_0 \) are the frequencies of the resonator at a definite temperature \( T_0 \), which is usually 25°C.